Oil spill booms
REYCAU boom
FLOAT
measuring 4m70.
Each compartment is closed at its ends by a high frequency
electric welding.
Each 10m long element is equipped with 5 handling points
and 2 high volume MONSUN spring loaded valves (Model XII)

VALVES

intervention and 300m winding in less than 20 minutes.
The 70 mbar service pressure not to be exceeded, the year of
manufacture and the quality serial number are shown on the
label.
HANDLING POINTS
skirt ballasted with a ballast chain covering its entire
length.
The ballast chain damps all tensile stresses.

The handles consist of a 50mm wide black strap sewn
between 2 reinforcements and assembled by high frequency
welding.
SKIRT AND BALLAST

BEHAVIOUR

hem reinforced by a nylon rope ending the lower part of the

Thanks to subdivision into 10ml segments and the low
can follow the movement of the water surface and
retain a balanced position.

This reinforcement system provides the eyelets with a tear
strength of 400 daN minimum.

This boom also behaves well in currents.

The ballast chain is secured to the skirt by straps bolted to the
eyelets.

Tensile stresses are absorbed by the ballast chain and

All bolts and nuts are made of stainless steel.
The ballast chain is accessible along its entire length.

The booms are designed to resist the marine environment, bad weather conditions and UV, as also high
humidity.

The ballast is made of a galvanized steel chain to damp
tensile stress.
CONNECTION SYSTEM

Depending on the model, the boom can be used, in:
Each segment ends with a nylon cord encased in a welded
hem.
The connectors are made of PA6 polyamide plates, 8mm thick
and 60mm wide, with one pair located on the freeboard and
one pair on the draft.
The connection plates have stainless steel 12 hex head screws,
washers and stop nuts.
The ballast chain segments and ridge straps are interconnected by a hot dip galvanized high resistance bow shackle.
As an option, the connection can be ASTM.
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